Adamstown Grove Rental
***There will be a $10 cash deposit required for the grove keys, which will be refunded when keys
are returned to the borough office.





























The cost to rent the grove is $100 (nonrefundable), payable in full at the time of the reservation.
Keys to the grove can be picked up at the borough office located at 3000 N. Reading Road from
Monday thru Thursday 9AM to 1PM. If the office is closed, keys may be picked up from the
Library. A $10 cash (refundable) key deposit must be paid at the time keys are picked up.
Keys must be returned to the borough office within 5 days of the rental date. If keys were picked
up in the Library, they should be returned to the Library to get your key deposit.
The park can be used from dawn until dusk.
Alcoholic beverages shall not be permitted in the park area at any time.
DO NOT LOCK RESTROOM FACILITIES UPON LEAVING GROVE. THEY ARE TO REMAIN UNLOCKED.
Parking is not allowed on the grass in inclement weather.
The park is handicap accessible.
There are picnic tables in the pavilion.
A quoit pit is available for use to renters.
Metal detectors are allowed in the park.
Volley ball nets are allowed in the park. Arrangements must be made prior to setting up quoits
in the park.
Pig roasts are allowed in the park.
There are receptacles on the outside poles in the park.
Gas grills are allowed in the park.
Two charcoal grills are available for use to renters of the park.
If grills in grove are used, they MUST be completely extinguished prior to leaving the grove.
There are two electric stoves in the kitchen.
There are three refrigerators with freezers, which MUST be emptied before leaving.
There are approximately 14 electrical outlets in the kitchen.
Pots, pans and dish soap are not provided.
Area must be cleaned up upon leaving.
All trash must be placed in dumpster before leaving. One of the keys provided to the renter
unlocks the gate to the dumpster.
The pool can be rented the same day the grove is rented provided it is during the dates the pool
is open (except those days the swim team is using the pool facilities). There is a form/contract
that must be filled out for the rental. There is an additional charge to rent the pool facilities and
the pool rental arrangements are separate from the grove rental. The Pool Manager handles all
pool rentals due to staffing requirements. Please contact the Adamstown YMCA for more details.
All rules and regulations found in Chapter 16 of the Code of Ordinances must be followed at all
times during use of the grove.
If you have additional questions, please contact the Adamstown Borough at 717-484-2280.

